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A one-off chance 
to boost your 
Community  
Trade Mark 
portfolios – 
automatically

You have until 24 September 2016 to file “Article 28” 
declarations at OHIM. Otherwise certain of your pre-June 
2012 CTMs will be deemed to protect only the goods and 
services covered by the “literal meaning” of the relevant Nice 
class headings.

Using our Simmons & Simmons Translator software tool, we can do this for you automatically, 
saving you considerable time and money, using proprietary technology to review your 
portfolio, ascertain which CTMs are eligible, and prepare declarations for filing at OHIM.

�� Save potentially hours and hours and significant costs as compared with manual review – 
100s of marks reviewed in seconds

�� Expand your eligible registrations to cover goods and services OHIM considers will 
otherwise be lost

�� A simple solution to an otherwise complex problem

What is Article 28?

Following the 2012 decision of the Court of Justice of the EU in the “IP Translator” case, OHIM now treats all CTMs filed 
post 22 June 2012 as protecting only those goods and services covered by the literal meaning of the terms used in a 
mark’s specification/list of goods and services. This means that where a registration simply uses the Nice class heading 
in a given class (previously a common shorthand to mean “I claim all goods/services in this class”), it no longer covers 
certain goods and services.

In recognition of the impact of this change in practice, OHIM is opening a one-off, time-limited window between 
March and September of this year in which CTM owners can file an “Article 28” declaration setting out additional goods 
and services not covered by the literal meaning of class headings used in their pre-June 2012 CTM registrations. Those 
additional goods and services will then be added to the specifications of those registrations and bolster the future 
protection provided by them. (Note: CTMs and OHIM will be referred to as EU trade marks and the EUIPO respectively 
from 23 March)

Why use Simmons & Simmons Translator?

�� As a manual exercise, identifying eligible marks, preparing and filing Article 28 declarations yourself or with the 
assistance of your advisors will be a laborious, time-consuming and expensive task, prone to human error.
�� Simmons & Simmons Translator is a unique, innovative product with which we can manage the review, amendment 
and declaration process for you.
�� There is no need for you to do anything other than tell us which of your corporate entities own your CTMs.
�� Then we will file declarations for those missing goods and services pre-approved by OHIM, avoiding the need to 
agonise over what is and isn’t covered by the “literal meaning” of class headings.
�� You pay only a fixed fee for us to review your portfolio for eligible marks and a small fixed fee for each declaration filed.
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What is included in the Simmons & Simmons Translator service?

What is included
�� Simmons & Simmons Translator will check all of your CTMs for eligibility – just tell us the names of the companies 
which own them, and we will tell you how many are eligible.
�� Simmons & Simmons Translator will then prepare Article 28 declarations for all eligible marks, requesting the addition 
of missing goods and/or services to the specifications. Requests will use OHIM’s pre-approved list of “orphan” goods 
and services, available here.
�� We will file the declarations with OHIM, and provide you with a copy. We will then report OHIM’s acceptance of the 
declarations in due course. 

What is not included
�� OHIM has not made available the data to enable us to provide this service for International Registrations (IRs) 
designating the EU. We therefore cannot deal with IRs within the fixed fee, but can nevertheless do so at a competitive 
price by agreement.
�� We are not able to offer to file a bespoke list of goods and services in your declaration within the fixed fee, but we can 
still provide you with a fixed fee eligibility check and would be happy to work with you outside of the fixed fee if you 
wish to craft your own declarations (eg to include other goods and services which might arguably not be within the 
“literal meaning” but which are not included in the OHIM pre-approved list).
�� If OHIM objects to a declaration, it will provide an opportunity to respond the objection. We can assist you with this 
but not within the fixed fee. However, if the objection is legitimate and due to an error on our part, we will refund the 
fixed fee for the declaration in question. This may be necessary because of the very many linguistic peculiarities that 
occur in specifications not all of which our software can pick up in advance.

What does Simmons & Simmons Translator cost?

We charge a flat fee to review your portfolio, based on its (pre June 2012) size, to identify eligible marks. We then charge 
£70 per declaration filed, the number of which will of course depend on the nature of your portfolio. Prices shown are ex 
VAT. There are no official fees payable to OHIM. 

Number of pre-22 June 2012 
registrations

Fee for eligibility check
50% off for nil returns: if our 
eligibility check reveals that you 
cannot file for a declaration for 
any of your marks, we will only 
charge you half the fee.

Up to 50 £990

51 to 150 £1,490

151 to 300 £2,290

301 to 500 £2,990

501+ Price on request

Is Simmons & Simmons Translator right for you?
To deal comprehensively with Article 28 declarations you could work with your advisors for many hours, if not 
days, of portfolio analysis, liaising with your business to work out precisely what goods and services you wish to 
try to add to your marks. You might instead take the view that your portfolio would only benefit marginally from 
filing declarations, so you will take the risk of doing nothing. Simmons & Simmons Translator offers an alternative, 
commercial approach to the issue, by offering an innovative, hassle-free and proportionate solution at a price which 
makes sense. 

Article 28 declarations involve a complex set of legal and practical considerations and operate within particular 
boundaries dictated by OHIM. Please read our terms and conditions carefully so that you may recognise the limitations of 
both Simmons & Simmons Translator and manual declarations. 

If you are interested in talking to us about Simmons & Simmons Translator, please contact Darren Meale, Managing 
Associate on +44 207 825 4365 or darren.meale@simmons-simmons.com or your usual Simmons & Simmons contact.

https://oami.europa.eu/tunnel-web/secure/webdav/guest/document_library/contentPdfs/law_and_practice/communications_president/co1-16_annex_en.pdf
mailto:darren.meale%40simmons-simmons.com?subject=Simmons%20%26%20Simmons%20Translator
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Simmons & Simmons Translator principal terms, conditions and limitations 

1. Simmons & Simmons Translator uses a part-automated system to process Article 28 declarations in a cost effective and efficient manner. 
It will seek to bolster your portfolios by relying upon OHIM’s published acceptable terms list (found here) and additional goods and 
services listed in OHIM’s Article 28 FAQs (found here). It may be possible to seek a broader specification in particular cases (because 
OHIM says that its list is non-exhaustive), but to do that in any given case would require detailed examination, investigation and legal 
advice on a class-by-class, mark-by-mark basis. If you would be interested in this bespoke service, we would be pleased to provide it at 
our usual hourly rates.

2. Simmons & Simmons Translator uses our custom algorithms to review CTMs for eligibility for a declaration. Due to the complexity of 
possible wording used in specifications and the lack of official guidance from OHIM on what is and is not eligible, we cannot guarantee 
that it will find all marks which OHIM might possibly accept as eligible (although in our view any manual review would be highly 
vulnerable to human error in the circumstances). To mitigate the risk of under declaring, the software takes a cautious approach and 
may therefore over claim (for example where a specification contains the class heading plus a limitation). Where this happens and OHIM 
rejects a declaration (ie, because the software has made a genuine error), we will refund you the fixed fee for that individual declaration 
(note that this refund would not apply if you ask us to provide you with a bespoke service).

3. Simmons & Simmons Translator deals with CTM portfolios whatever their filing language, although declarations will be reported in English 
only. National marks are not eligible. International Registrations designating the EU are eligible but we cannot offer to deal with provide 
them as part of our fixed price service due to OHIM not making the data available. 

4. We will file declarations with OHIM by fax, post or other approved method. In doing so we will state that we are authorised to represent 
you in respect of the portfolio but only for the purposes of the declarations (unless you instruct us otherwise)

5. To process your portfolios you will need to provide us with the identities of all of the entities which own CTMs in your corporate group, 
along with (ideally) their Owner ID numbers at the Office. We will not process any marks that are not owned by one of these entities. Our 
processing will also be based on the state of the CTM register as of a particular date which we will specify, and you must inform us if you 
or your representatives have filed any changes to your portfolios subsequent to this date. If any of your CTMs are co-owned between 
multiple parties please let us know as we may not be able to include these in our fixed price due to technical constraints.

6. There is a small possibility that Simmons & Simmons Translator may introduce duplication into an updated CTM specification (ie, where a 
mark was originally filed for the class heading plus other terms in OHIM’s Article 28 list). Duplication is not unusual in CTM specifications 
and in our view is unlikely to be objected to by the Office (or alternatively the Office will de-duplicate of its own accord).

7. Our fixed-price service will comprise the following steps only: review of portfolio to identify eligible marks; reporting the number of 
eligible marks; creation of declarations for eligible marks; filing of those declarations with OHIM and providing you with a copy of them; 
reporting acceptance of the declarations by the Office.

8. Our fixed-price service will not cover any other service or advice, in particular dealing with any objections by OHIM or providing you with 
general advice on the effects of Article 28 of the new EU trade mark regulation. 

9. Nothing in this document constitutes legal advice and you should satisfy yourself that Simmons & Simmons Translator is right for your 
portfolio before electing to use our service. OHIM has set out the rationale and effect of Article 28 declarations in its Communication 
here.

10. We will issue you an invoice following the filing of your declarations for the fixed fees referred to above, payable within 30 days. 

11. Simmons & Simmons LLP is a limited liability partnership incorporated in England. Our standard UK Terms of Business apply to the 
provision of the Simmons & Simmons Translator service. You can read those terms here. Prior to carrying out the service we will also 
provide you with a formal engagement letter comprising further terms in order that we may meet our regulatory requirements. The 
terms and conditions set out in and referred to in this document are governed by English law and the courts of England and Wales shall 
have exclusion jurisdiction in respect of any dispute arising out of the provision by us to you of the Simmons & Simmons Translator 
service.   
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https://oami.europa.eu/tunnel-web/secure/webdav/guest/document_library/contentPdfs/law_and_practice/communications_president/co1-16_annex_en.pdf
https://oami.europa.eu/tunnel-web/secure/webdav/guest/document_library/contentPdfs/legal_reform/FAQ-Article-28(8)_en.pdf
https://oami.europa.eu/tunnel-web/secure/webdav/guest/document_library/contentPdfs/law_and_practice/communications_president/co1-16_en.pdf
http://www.simmons-simmons.com/en/Legal-and-Regulatory-Information/~/media/Files/Corporate/Legal%20Terms/TermsofBusinessUK_llp.ashx
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